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Abstract

In this report the dynamic overvoltages caused by blocking of one or more HVDC 
converters feeding into an AC network is analyzed. The voltage regulating capability 
of the nearby generators is one of the determining factors. The waveform of a typi
cal overvoltage caused by simultaneous blocking of converters is analyzed. An 
index (effective short circuit ratio ESCR) characterizing the magnitude of the 
overvoltage from blocking of a single converter is already known. This index is 
extended to embody the overvoltage caused by the simultaneous blocking of two 
converters. Also expressions for the overvoltage caused by blocking of more than 
two converters in a simplified netork configuration are derived. The overvoltage 
caused by simultaneous blocking of two or more converters appears to be charac
terized by the same index as for a single converter when the index is multiplied by 
a correction factor depending on the network impedances and the transmitted dc 
powers. The same expressions are modified to obtain the overvoltage at a bus 
where no converter is connected in case of blocking of one or more converters.
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1 Dynamic overvoltages

Overvoltages in the AC network caused by a surplus of reactive power is called 
dynamic or temporary overvoltages. The term dynamic (or temporary) overvoltage 
covers the complete waweform of the overvoltage from the disturbance to the new 
steady state. Overvoltages arise due to faults, changes in loads, or switchings in 
the network. Generally the temporary overvoltages will be greater the weaker the 
network is.

The excitation system of the nearby generators will try to compensate for the reac
tive power and by this reduce the overvoltages. If the surplus of reactive power is 
larger than what the generators are able to consume, there is a risk that the 
excitation system of the generators reaches the lower limit. This slows down the re
duction of the temporary overvoltage.

The overvoltage therefore depends on the amount of excess reactive power, on the 
strength of the AC network, and on the capability for the generators to regulate the 
voltage.

This report concerns the temporary overvoltages in connection with HVDC con
verters. In normal operation the HVDC converters both in the rectifier and in the 
inverter consume reactive power depending on the AC voltage, the active power 
transferred, and the firing angles. As a rough estimate the reactive power con
sumed of the converters are 50 to 60 % of the active power. The reactive power 
needed for the convertion is normally supplied by AC filters and shunt capacitor 
banks connected to the converter bus.

When an HVDC converter suddenly stops transmitting either because of a blocking 
of the converter or because of a commutation failure in the inverter end, a surplus 
of reactive power immediately arises in the connected AC network causing dynamic 
overvoltages.

If the DC converters remain blocked and no other changes in the network are 
carried out the voltage in the AC network will settle at a stationary value, which is 
higher than before the blocking. The higher stationary voltage is a result of the re
active voltage drop primarily across the line inductances. Normally the converters 
are equipped with capacitive filters. The size of these are determined from the 
amount of reactive power consumed by the converters in normal operation. Switch
ing of these capacitors can however reduce the stationary voltage approximately to 
the value before the blocking of the converter. This is further explained in the 
report.
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Temporary overvoltages are important not only to the stresses on the equipment. 
With more HVDC links operating in the same electrical area blocking of one of the 
converteres gives rise to overvoltages at the busses of the other non-faulted con
verters). During the design of the control system of HVDC converters the potential 
overvoltage resulting from the blocking of one of the other converters must be con
sidered in order to prevent commutation failure of the non-faulted converter if pos
sible.

This report briefly describes the voltage regulating capability of the network gener
ators. The typical waweform for the AC voltage after blocking of an HVDC con
verter is depicted and the emergence of the stationary overvoltage is explained. 
Subsequently a general method to provide an estimate for the overvoltage caused 
by the blocking of one or more converters is given. In the literature a simplified 
expression for the overvoltage in a converter station, caused by blocking of the con
verter is available. This expression is derived and new expressions for the 
overvoltage caused by simultaneous blocking of two or more converters are 
derived. Finally the expressions are modified to provide the overvoltage at any bus 
of the AC network.
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2 Voltage regulating capability

An HVDC link will behave as a capacitive load during a temporary or permanent 
block, or during a commutation failure due to the capacitive AC filters. The reactive 
imbalance in the network will cause the AC voltage to increase. It is the voltage 
regulating capability of the generators which determine, how quickly the temporary 
overvoltages can be reduced and to what level.

If the limits of the generators excitation systems are reached, the generators can go 
into self excitation due to the capacitive load. The voltages in the AC network will 
increase, limited only by the magnetic saturation of primarily the generators, and 
transformers, which of course is unacceptable.
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3 Stationary overvoltage

In the following it is assumed that the generators nearby the converter stations will 
be able to consume the surplus of reactive power resulting from the blocking of the 
HVDC converters without switching of the capacitive filters. This means that the 
only change in the AC network is the change of the active and reactive power 
drawn by the converters.

Figure 2 shows a typical curve for the rms value of the AC voltage after blocking of 
an HVDC converter. Immediately after the fault the voltage jumps to a value corres
ponding to the subtransient impedance. After 10-30 msec the voltage increases to 
its maximum value determined by the transient short circuit impedance. Depending 
on the voltage regulation of the generators it takes several seconds before the volt
age has reached a steady state.

2.0000
2J000

TIME (SECONDS)
1.0000 4.0000 5.0000

0.50000 JJOOO 3.5000 4.5000

Figure 2 RMS voltage after blocking of a converter
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The stationary voltage after the fault is higher than before the fault when no network 
changes are made and providing that the generators are able to absorb all the extra 
reactive power. This higher stationary value is a result of the voltage drop across 
the network inductances comming from the change in reactive power. The example 
given below illustrates this.

Example

Before a fault a generator produces 0 MW and Q MVAr. After the fault the gener
ator produces Q-Qc MVAr which can be either positive or negative. The generator 
is controlling the voltage of the terminals i.e. at the low voltage side of the step-up 
transformer. The active voltage drop across the transformer inductance XT before 
the fault is Q*Xr and (Q-QC)*XT after the fault. The voltage drop across XT (and in 
the same way for the other inductances in the network) is in this way reduced by 
Qc*Xt.

A typical value of the transformer inductance is 12% and assuming that Qc is 0.5 
pu the voltage at the high voltage side of the transformer is 6% higher than before 
the fault.

The influence of a surplus of reactive power is hereafter investigated. The system, 
before and after the fault, is shown in figure 3. The upper figure shows the steady 
state both before and after the fault. The switch is open before the fault and closed 
after the fault.
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GENERATOR TRANSFORMER NETWORK

Steady-state 
before and 
after the fault

Immediately 
after the fault

Figure 3 Before and after the fault

Expressions for the overvoltage both immidiately after (") a fault and in steady state 
are set up under the following assumptions:

- the single generator is capable of absorbing all the extra reactive power

- the resistances in the generator and in the network are neglected

- the load (XL) is placed at the end of the line with reactance Xnet

- the generator is controlling the voltage at the low voltage side (G) of the 
step-up transformer

- a capacitance is put in at the end of the network as the extra reactive pro
duction (=fault)

The voltage in point t is in steady state:
Vt,stat=VG - jXT%

Ig=(Pg - jQG)/vG*=(PG - jQG)/vG

V,,stat=VG - jXT*(PG - jQG)/VG= VG - Qg*Xt/Vg - jPG*XT/VG 

The internal voltage in the generator immediately after the fault:

em=vg + x7iG = vG + qgx;a/g + jPGX;A/G
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Current immediately after the fault:

ifault=E"/j(x;' + xT + xnet + xciixl)

Voltage in t immediately after the fault:

v;’= E" - j(Xj' + xt)*e"/(x; + xt+ xnet+ xc|xl)

= E"((Xnet + Xc||XL)/(Xj' + XT + Xnet + XC||XL)) = E"*x 

where x = [Xnet-XC||XL]/[X;' + XT + Xnet + XC||XL]

Since the network and load resistances are neglected the generator has no active 
production:

V|' = (VG + QG,beforaX;'/VG)*X

^t.stat = VG - XtQgA/g 

where QG,before= VG2/(XT + Xnet+ XL)

QG,after = VG2/(XT + Xnet + XC||XL)

The change in voltage from before the fault in t is immediately after the fault AVJ' 
and stationary AVlstat:

av;' = vG(x -1+ QG,before(x;,A/G2+ xT/vG2))

= vG(x;' + xT) (1/(XT + xnet+ xj - i/(x;' + xT + xnet+ xc«xL))

^^t.stat XT/VG(QG before Qq,after)

= VG XT ( 1/(XT + Xnet + XJ - 1/(XT + Xnet + XC||XL) )

If more generators take part in absorbing the extra reactive power then 
Xc for the single generator will be numerical greater. Not surprisingly this leads to 

smaller overvoltages.

XT can in principle be an arbitrary reactance from the voltage regulating point to any 
point in the network. From the above expressions it can be seen that AV|' nearly 
equals AV, stat if Xb « XT under the assumptions made. In this situation the 
difference between the internal generator voltage E" and the voltage in point t 
primarily lies across XT.
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If this point is sufficiently far from the generator(s) which absorbs the excess power 
(Xj1 « XT) the voltage immidiately after the fault and the steady state voltage after 
the fault are almost equal. Figure 4 shows an example of rms voltages after block
ing of a single converter. Close to the fault the overvoltage decreases to a station
ary value higher than the initial value. Far from the fault - and the generators which 
absorb the excess power - the voltage almost reduces to its initial value.

VOLTAGE CLOSE TO FAULT

VOLTAGE FAR FROM FAULT

10000 4.0000 6.0000 8.0000 10.0001.0000 3.0000 7.00005.0000 9.0000
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Figure 4 RMS voltages far from and close to a generator after blocking of 
a converter.
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4 Overvoltage caused by blocking of HVDC converters

In the following section overvoltages caused by blocking of HVDC converters are 
investigated. To avoid misinterpretation of the results it is important to know 
whether the overvoltage in p.u. is defined as the voltage with respect to the p.u. 
voltage in the AC network or with respect to the bus voltage before the fault. In the 
following the latter definition of the overvoltage is used. In this way the bus voltage 
before the fault is 1 p.u..

It is simple to multiply this overvoltage by the ratio between the post-fault voltage 
and the AC network p.u. voltage if the overvoltage with respect to the p.u. voltage 
in the AC network is required.

A general method for calculating the overvoltages from the simultaneous blocking of 
any number of HVDC converters in an arbitrary AC network is established. This 
method is used in the development of the simplified expressions for the blocking of 
more HVDC converters. A simplified expression for the overvoltage from the block
ing of a single converter is already known in the literature. An analogous expression 
for the blocking of two converters will here be established. Furthermore this expres
sion is extended to an expression for the overvoltage from the blocking of n HVDC 
converters in a simplified network configuration.
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4.1 General method to calculate overvoltages

The overvoltages from the simultaneous blocking of one ore more HVDC con
verters) are calculated on the basis of Meyer-Norton's principle. Current sources 
injecting the changes in the currents due to the blockings are inserted at the faulted 
converter busses. These currents are equal to the currents to/from the HVDC links 
before the simultaneous blockings. For the single converter this current is:

(4.1)

where P and Q are the changes in active and reactive power and U is the post fault 
voltage of the converter bus. When the converter is in rectifier mode P is positive 
and in inverter mode P is negative. Q is always positive since the converter con
sumes reactive power regardless of the power direction.

The AC network voltage sources are represented by a Thevenin equivalent i.e. by a 
voltage source behind the short circuit impedance. The other current sources of the 
network are switched off and the voltage sources are short circuited. The (equival
ent) generators are therefore represented by their short-circuit impedances. The 
system admittance matrix Is A‘YA, [AU] is a vector containing the changes in bus 
voltages, and the vector [lfault] contains the injected currents. Meyer-Norton's prin
ciple gives directly the changes in the bus voltages:

[AU] = [A’YA]-' [lM] (4.2)

From this the overvoltage k; at bus i is easily found from the expression:

(4.3)
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4.2 Overvoltage caused by blocking of a single HVDC converter

A simple expression for the overvoltage from the blocking of a single HVDC con
verter is already known. It turns out that the overvoltage depends on the short cir
cuit ratio and on the angle of the short circuit impedance of the AC network includ
ing the filters. This expression is derived in the following to give an understanding of 
the analogy to the expressions which are set up later for the blocking of two or 
more converters.

The equivalent diagram for the system is shown in figure 5.

/7777

Figure 5 Equivalent for the blocking of a single HVDC con
verter.

The current flowing to the HVDC link before the fault is calculated from (4.1) and it 
is assumed that the voltage at the converter bus before the blockingjs U = U0 Z0°L 
The network is represented by the equivalent impedance ZeZ6e = Z || -jXc where Z 
is the short circuit impedance of the AC network without the HVDC link and -jXc is 
the impedance of the capacitive filters connected to the converter bus. When the 
DC converter is blocked, the change in voltage at the converter bus can be calcu
lated as:

AU = Zg* I = Ze(cos6e + /smOg) P-jQ
Un

(4.4)

—^[(Pcos6e + OsinOg) + y(Psin0e - OcosOg)]
Un

The overvoltage in p.u. is called k and is found as:

-= (W(y = i+A

un Uo
[(Pcos0e + OsinGg) + /(Psin0e - OcosOg)] (4.5)

ii
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k = 1 +
t/n

(P2cos26e + C?2sin20a)
Z2

2—PQ sin 0.cos0.

z z2 z2
. 2 —|(Pcos0e+Osin 0a) + —^ (P2sin20a+Q2cos20a)_ 2 —^ POsin0aCos0e 

t/0 L/0 Uq

\

z z
1 + —^(P2 + Q2) + 2 —(PCOS0a + Osin 0a)

Un Un

(4.6)

The effective short circuit ratio ESCR for a DC converter of rated power is 
defined as

ESCR =
P*z.

ESCC
Pdc

(4.7)

where Ze is the short circuit impedance including the filters at the DC station and 
ESCC is the effective short circuit capacity. ESCR is a real number. With this defini
tion and assuming that U0 = Un, P=Pdc, and P= (-)2Q where (-) indicates inverter 
operation, the overvoltage for the blocking of a single HVDC converter can be 
expressed:

k = N
1 +

dc riL
ESCC2

(-)Pdc (CQS0a + {Sin0a) 

ESCC

1 + 5 1 1
4 ESCR2 ESCR

((-)2COS0a + Sin0a)
(4.8)

(4.8) shows that the overvoltage factor k is expressed in terms of ESCR at the con
nection point of the DC converter. Curves for k are shown with 0e as parameter in 
figure 6. It appears that rectifier operation of an HVDC converter results in a higher 
overvoltage than inverter operation. This is due to the voltage drop of the network 
impedances from the injected (Meyer Norton) active power giving rise to higher 
overvoltages.
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Overvoltage(p.u.)

Rectifier 0e=75° 

Rectifier 0e=85° 

Inverter 6^=75° 
Inverter 0=85°

ESCR

Figure 6 Overvoltage as a function of ESCR from the blocking 
of a single HVDC converter

In this way ESCR is a simple index of characterising the sensitivity (overvoltage) of 
the network to the blocking of a single HVDC converter.
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4.3 Overvoltage caused by blocking of two HVDC converters in the same area

In this section expressions for the overvoltages from the simultaneous blocking of 
two converters in the same electrical AC network are established. These express
ions are simplified to establish a simple index of describing the overvoltage. An 
index corresponding to ESCR for the blocking of a single converter.

The equivalent network is shown on figure 7. Z1 and Z2 are the short circuit impe
dances of the network behind 1 and 2 without the filters. The capacitive filters of the 
converters are represented by -]Xc1 and -jXc2. The converters are connected respec
tively to bus 1 and 2.

Knowledge of the impedance Z and of_the short circuit capacity (magnitude and 
angle) in station 1 and 2 determines Z, and Z2 in the equivalent network.

■ci T~

Figure 7 Equivalent for two HVDC converters connected to the same AC 
network

The largest overvoltage is derived when both the converters are blocked at the 
same time since this leads to the highest superimposed voltages in the connected 
AC network. The two current sources are found as:

/1 =
- yo.

a10

I _ P2 jQ2 
'2 “ = (4.9)

U10 and U20 are the voltages at bus 1 and 2 before the blocking of the converters. 
The filters are included in Z1eZ61e and Z2eZ02e:

1 jXci

^Ze^2e = ^2 I ~j^c2
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The changes in bus voltages are found from Meyer-Norton's principle:

[ 1 ' 1 1 l -1

A (/, Zy. Z Z /i

A Uz - 1 1 + 1 [z
[ z J

where:

/1

^2

det
V le

V 1 + ---

/ V ^20 z/

J_ = ^ lz

This gives:

Z^e+Z !

Ai/, ZzeZ Z /i

Aty2 + + Z i ^7^ fz.

1 ^(4e + ^) 'l

+ 4+ ^.4 4(^e + . f 2

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

The overvoltages at bus 1 and 2 are called k1 and k2. k1 and k2 are complex va
lues that can be calculated as:
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2,e + 4, + 2T

^Ze ^2 JQz
- 1 + ku + /r12

- 1 + ^22 + ^21

(4.14)

k1 and k2 are symmetric and therefore only k, is examined in the following. Of 
course the same considerations can be applied to k2.

The overvoltage in station 1 is composed of a contribution k„ from the change in 
current in 1 and of a contribution k12 coming from the change in current in 2. The 
contribution from _1 is seen to be similar to the expression (4.4) for a single HVDC 
converter since ZK1= Z1e//(Z2e+ Z) = ZK1Z0K1 now is the effective short circuit impe
dance in 1 corresponding to Ze in formulas (4.4) and (4.5).

k12 depends on the initial voltage in 2. With the short circuit impedance ZK1Z0K1 in 1 
the effective short circuit capacity ESCC1 in 1 is:

I (4.15)

ZK1 1 1 1

UpU ESCC1 ESCC1 l-QK1 ESCC1

Assuming that U20 = U10 = Upu, kt from (4.14) is simplified:

pi-yQi + -=%- (p2-A) (cosO*, + ysin©^)

Z+Zze
(4.16)
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The overvoltage increases with increased changes in current. This means that 1^ 
will be largest when P1 and P2 are as big as possible. In normal steady state opera
tion the maximum values of P1 and P2 equals the rated powers Pdc1 and Pdc2. Also 
Pdc = (-)2Qdc are valid for HVDC converters where the minus sign indicates inverter 
operation. By introducing a correction factor:

„ _ ^dc2 ^Ze
>2 ~ = r^dcl Zzq + Z

the complex overvoltage factor k, from (4.16) can be rewritten:

(4.17)

*1 = 1 + + C|2)(<-)1 + ysine^r)

=1 + Escri^ + ■4)(cos0^ + y'sin0^)

cose^J) (4.18)

since the relation between the effective short circuit capacity and the effective short 
circuit ratio is Pdc1/ESCC1 = 1/ESCR1. Normally Z1e, Z2e, and Z are inductive with 
angles from 80 to 90°. The correction factor c12 is therefore nearly a real number 
which expresses the contribution to k1 from the converter in 2. The correction factor 
c12 takes the rated power of the second link and the electrical distance between the 
two links into account. Now a simple expression for k, is established:

= 1 +
ESCR1

(1 + q2)(<-)cos0„ + ^sine*, + ^wsine^ - 1

*i =
(1 + ^io) / 1 . \2 (1 / . 1 \2* 1 + __wcose^+^-smeJ +--------------- U-)smeK1 - -cose^\ ESCR1 \ 2 K1) Fsr.Riz \ K1 2 K1JESCRV

1 . 5 (1 + c,2)2
A l—P (4.19)

Comparing (4.8) to (4.19) it is obvious that the expression for k, is similar to k for a 
single HVDC converter when the index ESCR is replaced by a new index - the ef
fective short circuit ratio ESCR1 in 1 divided by (1 + c12). As mentioned before c12 is 
a correction factor that expresses the contribution from the converter in 2 in terms 
of the contribution from the converter in 1.
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If the two DC converters are connected at the same bus (Z = 0) they can be
regarded as a single DC converter with rated power Pdc1 + Pdc2. In this situation
(1 + c12) equals (Pdc1 + Pdc2)/Pdc1 and therefore
ESCR1/(1 + c12) =(Pdc1 + Pdc2)/Pdc1 * SCR1/Pdc1 = SCR1/(Pdc1 + Pdc2)
i.e. similar to the index for a single HVDC converter with rated power Pdc1 + Pdc2.

The curves for the overvoltage k as a function of ESCR with 0e as a parameter 
(figure 6) are also valid for ^ when the ESCR-axis is divided by (1+ c12) and 6e is 
replaced by 0K1. This is presented in figure 8 where c = c12.

Overvoltage k-, (p.u.)

Rectifier 1,0^=75° 

Rectifier 1,0k,=85° 

Inverter 1, 0k,=75° 
Inverter 1, 0k,=85°

ESCR1/ (1 + c)

Figure 8 Overvoltage in 1 from the blocking of the converters 
in 1 and 2.

For two HVDC converters operating in the same area the simple index ESCR/(1 +c) 
can be used to describe the overvoltage at the converter stations.

If the short circuit capacities (SCC) in 1 and 2 with (without) the filters and the im
pedance Z between 1 and 2 are known Z, and Z2 (Z,e and Z2e) can be determin
ed from the equations:

SCC1 with filters ~ ~=~
zjhz + z^

u;
SCC1 without filters ~ —--------=------- —

ZilHZ - 2£)

SCC2 with
Uf

ith filters ~ -=~
Z>JI(Z+ U

Uo
SCC1 without filters ~ —--------=------- =— ,. _

Zz/HZ * Z,) (4.20)
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The assumptions made until now are:

1) ^20 — Ui0 — Upu

2) Zc12 = Z(Z2e/(Z2e+ Zj ) = 0°

3) Pdc = (-) 2Qdc

It is simple to correct the expression for k, if 3) is not valid e.g. if Pdc = (-) 1.5 Qdc. It 
is only the constants 5/4 and 2 in (4.19) that must be changed. In this example 
they should be changed to (1+1/(1.52))=13/9 and 1.5. If the ratio P/Q differs for the 
two converters it is more complicated to correct (4.19). Since (4.19) is meant as a 
simple estimate for the overvoltage which can be used without knowing the exact 
parameters 3) is not critical.

The maximum error of introducing 1) and 2) is hereafter evaluated by two extreme 
examples. The overvoltage is large when the voltages U10 and are low. Normal
ly the minimum operation voltage is close to the nominal voltage. In extreme situ
ations the minimum voltage is allowed to be down to -5% of the nominal voltage. 
Thus for a nominal operation voltage of 400 kV the extreme minimum voltage is 
380 kV.

Examples

In both examples Upu = 400 kV and it is assumed that the extreme minimum oper
ation voltage is 380 kV.

Example 1:
Z= 1.6 + j22 Q
P1 = P2 = 600 MW, Q1 = Q2 = 300 MVAr 
SCR in 1 and 2 are without the filters:
SCR1 = 3000 MV A Z -85° SCR2 = 4000 MV A Z -85°

The impedances Z7 and Z2 is found from (4.20):
Z, = 34.1 +J217.3Q 
Z_2 = 3.61 + J48.0 Q
Zc1 =Zc2 = -j (40CF/300) = -j533 Q gives

Zje = 96.1 + J356.5 Q 
Z2e = 4.36 + J52.7 Q

Inserted in the exact expression for (4.14) k1 with U10 = 400 kVZ 0° and U20 = 400 
kVZ 0° k1 = 1.30, which gives an estimated value for the overvoltage:

1.30*400 kV = 520 kV
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With U10 = 380 kVZ 0° the exact expression (4.14) for k1 is:
kj = 1.183Z 12°+ (77J8Z 57°)/U'20,
k1 is largest when ZU‘20 = (57-12)°= 45° and U20 is 380 kV.

^ = 1.39 for = 380 kVZ -45°, which gives the correct maximum value for the 
overvoltage:
Uconed = 1-39*380kV = 528 kV

It is the actual value of the overvoltage that is of interest. It is seen that the overvol
tage is up to 8 kV or (8/520) = 1.5% too low assuming that U10= U20=400 kVZ 0°.

c12 = 4.36 + J52.7 0/(4.36 + j52.7 + 1,6+ j22 Q) = 0.706Z -0.2°

Example 2:
Z= 0.8+ J11 Q
P1 = P2 = 600 MW, Q1 = Q2 = 300 MVAr 
SCR in 1 and 2 are without the filters are :
SCR1 = 3000 MV A Z -85° SCR2 = 3000 MV A Z -85°

From this the impedances Z1 and Z2 is found from (4.20): 
Z, = 9.6 + j 100.8 Q 
Z, = 9.6 + j 100.8 Q
Zc1 = Zc2 = -j (40(f/300) = -J533 Q gives

ZJe = 14.6 + j124 Q 
Z2e =14.6+ j124 Q

Inserted in the exact expression (4.14) for k1 with U10 =1/20 = 400 kVZ 0° k1 = 
1.36, which gives the actual value of the estimated overvoltage:
Uestimated 1.36*400 kV = 544 kV

With U20 = 380 kVZ 0° the expression (4.14) for k1 is:
kj = 1.193Z 12°+ (110.8Z 57°)/U20
k1 is largest when ZU20= (57-12)°= 45° and U20 is 380 kV.

k1 = 1.49 for Um = 380 kVZ -45°, which gives the correct value for the overvoltage: 
ucorrect = 1 A9*380kV = 566 kV

It is seen that the actual overvoltage is up to 22 kV or (22/544) = 4% too low as
suming that U20 = 400 kVZ 0°.

c12 = 14.6 + j124 Q/(14.6 + j124 + 0.8 + }11 Q) = 0.919Z -0.2°
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The examples above shows that the assumption Zc12 =0° is fulfilled. Assumption 1) 
(U10 = U20 = Upu) gives results that are up to 4 % too low in an extreme example 
with a weak network and very low voltages. It appears that the error is greater 
when the network is weak and/or the links are closely connected than if the network 
is strong and/or the links are far from each other. Intuitively this is also correct as 
the second link has greatest impact on the overvoltage if the links are closely con
nected. Normally the voltages in the AC network do not go below the nominal volt
age so the error of assuming U10 = = Upu will normally be less than 4 %.

The above mentioned restrictions must be considered when using the simplified 
expression for kr Anyhow, the simple expression can be used as a first estimate for 
the overvoltage from the simultaneous blocking of two converters operating in the 
same electrical area. The k factor is therefore a good scanning tool during the 
planning stage for network changes or expansions and during operation to examine 
whether more accurate calculations must be made to establish any operational re
strictions due to dynamic overvoltage criteria.
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Example

In this example results from (4.19) are compared with results obtained from the 
dynamic simulation program PSS/E for a case where two DC links exist Two differ
ent examples are considered with respectively 25 and 100 % loading.

(4.19) with P1 = P2 = 600 MW and the subtransient short circuit impedances 
inserted gives the initial overvoltages. The impedance between the two links is 
measured to 0.8 + j11Q.. The short circuit impedances in the two cases are found 
from the effective short circuit capacities (ESCC) with the filters from PSS/E. The 
results are given in the table below.

25% 100%

ESCC1 (MVA) 4684Z-850 7411Z-88°

ESCC2 (MVA) 5738Z-850 9280Z-880

Zie (O) 14.92 + j138.4 0.3694 + j59.63

z2e (Q) 2.847 + j34.12 0.9311 + j22.79

C12 0.756 0.674

k, from (4.19) 1.152 1.081

k, from PSS/E 1.168 1.091

Deviation -0.00163 (-1.4%) -0.01 (-0.95%)

The deviations between the results from (4.19) and PSS/E are very small. This 
shows that the simple expression (4.19) normally can be used with very high preci
sion.
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4.4 Overvoltage caused by blocking of more HVDC converters

The simple index ESCR1 / (1 + c,2) describing the overvoltage at converter station 
1 caused by blocking of two converters can easily be extended to n converters for a 
network equivalent as seen in figure 9 where n = [1 + A + B + ... ], n>2. The 
overvoltage at converter station 1 is composed of a number of independent 
contributions (a, b, ..). Each of these consist of contributions from any number 
(A,B,- ) of converters in series.

-Aa (A+1)a
a—

(A+1)a
'C(A+1)a

(B+1)b

Figure 9 Equivalent with n converters in the same AC network, n>2.

The idea of the extended index is to describe the contributions from the n-1 other 
converters in terms of the effective short circuit ratio in 1, exactly as in the case for 
the blocking of two converters. In this way the n converters can be represented by 
a single equivalent converter.

Consider one of the parallel connections to bus 1 (a, b etc.). (4.17) gives directly 
that the contribution from converter x to the correction factor for bus (x-1) can be 
written as:

P Z1
cx - -SS!L. _ (4.21)

Cfc(x-1) Z(x-1)x +

where the impedance is the impedance behind bus x seen from bus 1. Z(x_1)x is 
the impedance between bus (x-1) and x. In the case of three converters in series Zj 
is therefore equal to the parallel connection of Z2e and (Z23 + Z3e) and Zj is equal to 
Z3e with the capacitive filter included in the impedance Zxe = Zx // (-jXx).
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All the converters in series from the j'th parallel connection to bus 1 are put together 
into a single equivalent converter described by the correction factor cr Starting from 
the end of radial j, converter (J+1) and J are put together to a single converter at 
the end of the radial with the correction factor 0^(1 + c(J+1)j). In this way Cj is found 
as:

cj = Czj + + — cjj(^ + c(j+i)/))) (4.22)

where j = a, b........

The parallel connections to bus 1 give independent contributions to the overvoltage 
in 1 (superposition) corresponding to (4.2). The overvoltage at bus 1 for the 
simoultaneous blocking of n converters can therefore be found from (4.19) with 
(1+c12) replaced by (1+c) where:

£ cy (4.23)
j=a,b,...

The curves in figure 8 are still valid with this new index.

The above described procedure for computation of a new index is illustrated by an 
example.
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Example

A short circuit equivalent of the Eastern Danish, Swedish and Norwegian network 
for a 60 % loading situation is found from PSS/E (with the PSS/E activity SCEQ). 
Only the three converter stations in Tisso (TSO, bus 1), Bjaeverskov (BJS, bus 2), 
and Arrie (ARRIE, bus 3) are kept in the equivalent which is shown in figure 
Figur 1, 10.

Figure 10 Three-bus equivalent of the Eastern Danish, 
Swedish, and Norwegian network.

The short circuit impedances are found:

Zi 1.50 + j78.4 Q

Z2 1.36 + j33.1 a

Z3 1.41 + j25.6 Q

Z12 0.78 + j10.2 a

Z23 6.37 + j63.2 ft

Assuming that all three DC links are operating at 600 MW filters of 300 MVAr (Ze = 
-}533 Q at 400 kV) are installed at all three busses in the equivalent. The index 
from (4.23) is now calculated for the three converter stations.

Bus 1. TSO:
Converters in 2 and 3 in series.
Zj = Z3//Za= 1.56+ J26.9 Q
Z'2 = Z2 // Ze // (Z23 + Z//ZJ =1.43+ J25.37 Q

c3 = ZZ/(Z± + Z23) = 0.298 
c2 = Z2/ (Z'2 + Z12) = 0.712 
c1 = c2( 1 +03) = 0.712*1.298 = 0.924

Index 1: ESCR1 / 1.924
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Bus 2. BJS:
Converters in 1 and 3 in parallel.
ZJ = ZJ//Ze = 2.06 + J91.9 Q 
z; = Z3 //Ze = 1.56 + }26.9 Q.

c2(1) =Z‘/ (ZJ + ZJ2) = 0.900 
c2(3) = Z'3/ (Z'3 + Z23) = 0.298 
c2 = 0.900 + 0.298 = 1.198

Index 2: ESCR2 / 2.198

Bus 3. ARRIE:
Converters [n 1 and 2 in series.
ZJ = Z_J//Z_e= 2.06 + j91.9 Q
z; = Z2 // Ze // (Z12 + Z//ZJ =1.04+ j26.2 Q.

c, = Zi/( ZJ + ZJ2) = 0.900 
c2= Z'2 / (Z2 + Z^) = 0.293 
c3 = 0.293(1 + 0.900) = 0.556

Index 3: ESCR3 / 1.556
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5 Overvoltage at a bus with no converter

To determine the overvoltage from the blocking of a single HVDC converter at a 
bus (1) where no DC converter is connected the formula (4.19) can be used with a 
minor modification. The equivalent diagram is as in figure 7 with Pt = 0 and Q^O. 
ESCC1=SCC1 and (4.16) gives that:

/r, = 1 + 1
SCC1 

Now (4.18) gives:

(P2-jQ2) {cosQK1 + js\nQK1)

/q — 1 + 1
SCC1

^Zep ^'dc2 - -
Z+Z2

(<->1 + ysinQ/f/)

and (4.19) is modified to:

(4.24)

(4.25)

*1 -
N

i + ® 
4

\2

dc2
e)

dc2
0/

SCC1‘ SCC1
((-)2cos0/fy + sinQ^)

(4.26)

The curves from figure 8 can therefore still be used when the index ESCR1/(1+c) is 
replaced by SCC1/[Pdc2 Z2e/(Z+Z2e)].

If more HVDC converters exist in the same area and simultaneous blockings are 
expected, the new index is SCCI/Ecj, j=a,b,.. with Cj from (4.22) when c2j = Pdc2 
Z27(Z+Z2').
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6 Conclusion

When one or more HVDC converters suddenly stop transmitting power (blocking) 
dynamic overvoltages will occur as a result of the surplus of reactive power. This 
report describes the factors determining the dynamic overvoltages.

The ability of the network to reduce the overvoltages is directly related to the lower 
regulation limit of the generator excitation sytem, which appears to be connected to 
the electrical strength of the network.

An example of a typical waweform of the overvoltage is shown and the occurence 
of stationary overvoltages is explained.

A general method to calculate overvoltages caused by converter blocking is 
presented. From this the well-known simplified expression for the overvoltage from 
the blocking of a single converter is derived. This expression gives a good first 
estimate of the magnitude of the overvoltage that can be expected at the converter 
connection point. Analogous simplified expressions for the overvoltage caused by 
the simultaneous blockings of two or more converters in a specific network 
configuration are also derived.

The overvoltage caused by blocking of a single converter is shown with the 
effective short circuit ratio (ESCR) as an index. The analysis shows that the same 
curve applies for blocking of several converters if the same index is multiplied by a 
correction factor. This correction factor takes the electrical distances between the 
converters and the dc powers into account.

Finally the expressions are modified so that the overvoltage at any bus of the 
network, caused by converter blockings, can be found.
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